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EXT. FOREST - DAY
ZOE and SARAH hike a path. They carry survival backpacks.
SARAH
Are we lost? Not that it matters.
ZOE
We‘re almost there. Trust me.
SARAH
We don‘t even know if this bunker
place is real.
ZOE
It is real and it‘s safe. We have
enough water and food to survive
for two weeks. We‘ll be fine.
SARAH
And then what? We crawl out of that
hole and watch the world burn?
Zoe kisses Sarah on the lips and strokes her face.
ZOE
We‘ll figure it out. Trust me.
SARAH
I say we end it right now.
Sarah reveals a gun from the pocket of her backpack.
ZOE
Are you insane?
SARAH
I‘m being practical.
ZOE
No, we can‘t give up yet.
SARAH
What if I have?
ZOE
Listen, I know you‘re scared, I‘m
scared too. I know there‘s no
guarantee of staying alive but we
have to try. Lets just find this
bunker and hide. Please.

2.

SARAH
I‘ve made my decision.
Zoe twists the gun out of Sarah‘s hand and fires a couple of
bullets in the air. Sarah shoves her in the chest.
SARAH
Stop it. You‘re being selfish.
ZOE
I am? It‘s you who‘s about to leave
me alone in this shit.
SARAH
We‘re going to die anyway.
Zoe clicks the mag: one bullet. She hands the gun to Sarah.
ZOE
Fine. You give up but I will never
do. Go deep into the woods. I don‘t
want to hear that shot. Bye.
Zoe walks away from Sarah. Sarah waits for her to look back.
SARAH
Is that all you have to say to me
before I shoot myself? I love you.
Zoe struggles to process but keeps walking. Sarah whimpers
and disappears among the trees.
The asteroid slices the sky in two. Zoe breaks into a run.
Sarah raises the barrel to her temple.
Zoe reaches an abandoned building with an iron door that has
a lock on it. She tries to open it but no result. She breaks
down and cries out loud.
SARAH

O.S.

Move.
Zoe steps back. Sarah shoots the last bullet at the lock.
Zoe jumps in her arms.
ZOE
You didn‘t do it.
SARAH
I couldn‘t.
The impact roars up. They open the door, get flashlights and
go inside. The shut the door behind themselves.

